Abstract-The perception of absolute distance has been assumed to be important in the perception of the size of objects and the depth between them. A different hypothesis is proposed. It is asserted that perceived relative size and distance are the primary psychological phenomena with perceived absolute distance derived from the perceptual summing of perceived relative depths. In agreement with this point-of-view, it is stressed that relative rather than absolute retinal extents are the determiners of visually perceived extents. A principle called the "adjacency principle" is identified as perceptually organizing the relative retinal stimuli. This principle states that the apparent size or position of any object in the field of view is determined by whatever size or distance cues occur between it and adjacent objects. Some evidence for the adjacency principle is discussed and some consequences of the principle are considered.
INTRODUCTION
EGOCENTRIC localization either explicitly or implicitly has been assumed to play a central part in the perception of size and distance. It is the purpose of this paper to question the validity of this point of view and to offer an alternative explanation of the factors important in perceived size and distance. This alternative explanation stresses that the relational characteristics of stimuli are the determiners of perception. It asserts that the perceptions The hypothesis that perceived absofute distance determines perceived relative distance requires that cues be present which can directly determine perceived absolute distance. Visual cues of perceived absolute distance can be divided into the ocular cues such as convergence and accommodation and the so-called "empirical" cues such as the size cue associated with familiar objects. If perceived absolute distance is the determiner of perceived relative distance, it is reasonable to expect that direct and fairly precise visual cues of perceived absolute distance must always be available for the observer in situations in which perceived relative depth can occur. From this point of view it would also be expected that a change in perceived relative distance cannot occur without concomitant changes iu perceived absolute distance. Both of these expectations require examination.
TIw convergence qf the eyes m a cue to perceived ab~oIure ~is~a~lce. The number of cues which can act directly in the sensing of the distance of an object from the observer are limited. The most important of these in situations involving only binocular cues are the convergence and accommodation of the eyes. The problem is whether accommodation and convergence per se are indicators of perceived absolute distance. Accommodation and convergence differences are not to be considered since these are possible direct indicators of relative not absolute depth.
The role of convergence and accommodation in the perception of distance has received considerable experimental attention (OSGOOD (1953), WOODWORTH (1938) and WOOD-WORTH and SCHLOSBERG (1954) ). It is not always clear in this experimentation whether it is perceived relative or perceived absolute distance which is being studied, and whether accommodation and convergence differences or accommodation and convergence per se are the significant variables. However, a general conclusion which is possible from this work is that while convergence is more effective than accommodation, neither appears to be a very precise determiner of perceived absolute distance. In some recent experiments 1961 b; 1962 b) , perceived absolute distance was measured by providing the observer with a visual ruler consisting of a monocularly observed alley. This acted as a measuring stick against which the perceived distance of binocular configurations or of a single binocular object could be judged. In the experiments by Gogel, only a limited number of observers demonstrated any relation between convergence and perceived absolute distance. This was so whether a single binocular object or a configuration of binocular objects was used. Even for the observers who evidenced some relation between convergence and perceived absolute distance, the rate of change of perceived absolute distance with convergence was usually small and remained small whether a single binocular object or a con~guration of binocular objects was used. Furthermore, for these successful observers, the convergence-perceived distance function differed, depending upon the position of the binocular objects in the configuration of binocular objects. Thus it appears that convergence is not a cue system which is effective with either sufficient frequency or precision to be a theoretical basis for the perception of relative depth resulting from a binocular disparity. This general inadequacy of convergence is pertinent to the Luneburg theory of binocular vision (LUNEBURG, 1947 , 1948 and SHIPLEY, 1957 . However, the fact that convergence does have some perceptual consequences with a few observers is also of significance. For example, the assumption that the addition of a constant amount of convergence will not affect the perceived depth in a binocular configuration (BLANK, 1957 (BLANK, , 1959 HARDY et al., 1953) is neither true nor false. From the above studies by Gogel, it is true with most observers but not with all.
Familiar six as a cue to perceivedabsolute distance. Another of the factors which has been considered to be a determiner of perceived absolute distance is the retinal size of a familiar object. If this cue operates with reliability and precision, then in a number of situations it offers the possibility that absolute distance perceptions are the necessary antecedents of perceived relative distance. The possible importance of this cue system is further enhanced by the circumstance that there are few (if any) other non-binocular cues, which might be direct determiners of perceived absolute distance, independent of perceptions of relative distance. Neither the relative size cue, nor its amplification into the perspective cue. nor the cue involving gradients of retinal size offer this possibility if size famiIiarity is not present.
According to the cue of familiar size, familiarity with an object, for example, a playing card, will result in a particular distance being associated with a particular retinal size of the playing card. This means that as a result of seeing playing cards at different distances, the observer will come to associate a particular retinal size of the card with a particular distance so that when only the retinal stimulus is present, the appropriate distance will be immediately perceived. If this hypothesis is correct, a familiar object in the absence of all other distance cues should be seen at a distance which varies inversely with its absolute retinal size (ITTELSON, 1951 and SCHLOSBERG, 1950 .
But before considering familiar size as a cue to perceived absolute distance it is necessary to distinguish between relative and absolute retinal size. Consider the instance in which the eye is stimulated by a rectangle of light. For example, consider Object e of Fig. 1 . The retinal size, either angular (&) or linear, of the width (or height) of this rectangle is an example of absolute retinal size. The ratio of the height to the width of the retinal image of the rectangle is an example of relative retinal size. Relative retinal size is involved when a successive or simultaneous comparison of retinal sizes is possible, while absolute retinal stze might be measured as the number of milhmetres or the number of receptor units subtended on the retina by the stimulus. The case of successive stimulation in the above definition of relative retinal size is designed to apply to the situation in which a stimulus, momentarily presented on the retina, is followed after a time interval by a stimulus of the same shape (or familiar characteristics) but of different retinal size. Suppose that, under these conditions, the observer perceives the retinally larger object as being closer than the retinally smaller object. What may be occurring in this case is a judgment of relative distance as a consequence of the successive presentation of the different retinal sizes. No judgments of absolute distance need be considered as having occurred. This example points out a caution which must be used in testing whether familiar size is a cue to perceived absolute distance. To be certain that absolute distance is being judged, the observer must not be permitted to compare retinal sizes either simultaneously or successively. An analysis of previous research on this problem in relation to these criteria is discussed elsewhere (GOGEL et al., 19.57).
To meet the above requirements, different retinal sizes of a familiar object (a playing card)
were presented to different observers and the perceived absolute distance of the card was measured kinesthetically without introducing a second visual object. The kinesthetic method of measurement consisted of throwing darts to the apparent distance of the playing card without knowledge of results. This method proved to have a precision which was more than adequate for the hypothesis being tested (GOGEL et al., 1957) . The results from this experiment were that the average distances thrown by the different groups of observers did not differ as a consequence of the different groups having been presented with different retinal sizes of the playing card. It follows that familiar size is not a cue to perceived absolute distance. This conclusion is also supported by a later study in which different retinal sizes of playing cards were used (GOGEL, 1960 a).
A review of the evidence relevant to familiar size as a cue to distance is given by EPSTEIN et al. (1961) . In a number of previous studies, it had been concluded that familiar size can determine perceived absolute distance. In these studies the requirements listed above for measuring perceived absolute distance had not been met (GOGEL et al., 1957), and it is asserted that perceived relative not absolute distance was being studied. Also, a number of experiments have questioned the adequacy of familiar size as a cue to perceived distance (HOCHBERG and HOCHBERG, 1952,1953; HOCHBERG and MCALISTER, 1955 and EPSTEIN,  1961) . These experiments, however, involve the possible relation between familiar size and perceived relative, not perceived absolute, distance. If familiar size is not a cue to perceived relative distance, it is also not likely to be a cue to perceived absolute distance. The reverse is not necessarily the case, however. The demonstration that familiar size is not a cue to perceived absolute distance does not remove the possibility that it can affect the perception of relative depth.
The independenceofperceivedrelativedistancefron~perceivedabsolutedistunce.
If perceived relative distance were to involve the subtraction of two perceived absolute distances, it is clear that changes in perceived absolute distance would be the necessary antecedents of changes in perceived relative distance. Direct evidence concerning this possibility is available. In the study of familiar size as a cue to perceived absolute distance (GOGEL et al., 1957) , following the presentation of a particular retinal size of playing card, the other retinal sizes were presented successively to the same observers. Under these conditions, throwing differences occurred as a function of the changes in retinal size. The results indicate that perceived relative depth occurred from the successive presentation of different retinal sizes even though perceived absolute depth did not occur from the first presentations. Depth between the successive objects was perceived independently of any perception of the distance of any object from the observer. This experiment suggests that the perception of relative depth is immediate rather than a consequence of the difference between two perceptions of the distance of objects from the observer.
The physical depth interval (relative depth) associated with a constant binocular disparity varies approximately as the square of the distance of the objects from the observer. It is possible that, in the perception of a depth interval from binocular disparity cues, there is some perceptual process which parallels the relation between physical depth and binocular disparity. It might be expected that the perceived depth between two objects resulting from a binocular disparity would be some function of the perceived or estimated distance of the objects from the observer (FRY, 1950; OGLE, 1953 and VON KRIES, 1925 . Indeed, early experimental evidence was interpreted as supporting this point of view (HEINE, 1900). However, a more recent experimental test does not. In an experiment by GOGEL (1960 a), a ring of light was located a constant distance behind a pair of familiar objects (playing cards) with all of these objects binocularly observed in an otherwise dark room. The angular (retinal) size of the playing cards differed for two groups of observers. Measurements were made of both the perceived absolute distance to the playing cards and the perceived depth between the playing cards and ring. The two groups did not evidence any difference in the perceived absolute distance of the cards for the two angular sizes. The perceived depth between the cards and ring, however, was greater for the smaller size of the playing cards. It was concluded that the apparent depth between the ring and cards associated with a constant binocular disparity could be made to vary in spite of the fact that both the con-vergence and the perceived absolute distance of the cards were held constant. The importance of this experiment for the present discussion is that it indicates that a change in the perception of the absolute distance to a configuration of binocular objects is not a necessary condition for a change in the perception of the depth between them.
In another study, the perceptions resulting from a three-dimensional configuration were compared as a function of whether adequate cues of absolute distance were present or absent (GOGEL, 1958 b) . The correlations between the results from the two types of situations again indicate that perceived absolute distance is not a determining condition for the three-dimensional perceptions resulting from a configuration of binocular objects. It appears from direct test that perceived absolute distance is not necessary to the perception of the relative depth between objects for either the binocular disparity cue or the cue of familiar size.
The RGle qf Egocentric L~~aIi~ati~n in the Perception qf' Six
The size-pittance inrariance ~~~p~t~~e~is. The supposed dependence between perceived size and perceived absolute distance has found expression in what is termed the size-distance invariance hypothesis, This hypothesis states that the perceived absolute size (S') of an object producing a constant retinal size (0) is specified by the perceived absolute distance (D'). More specifically, the hypothesis is that S' = KOD' where K and sometimes 0 are constants (KILPATRICK and ITTELSON, 1953) . (11 In equation 1, D', a perception of absolute distance, is the perception by the observe1 that an object is at a particular distance from himself. In the present paper, the perception of absolute distance has been contrasted with the perception of relative distance, with the Iatter being the perceived distance between objects. Similariy, s', which is a perception of absolute size, can be contrasted with the perception of relative size, with the latter being the perceived ratio of the sizes of two objects. This distinction can be illustrated by Fig. I . In Fig. 1 , Of, 0, and OS refer to the angular or retinal size of the widths of objects e, ,f and K. The perceived absolute sizes associated with the widths of objects e,,fand g are called SIP, S'f and S', where Se, S, and S, are the respective physical widths. When the sizes of two objects such as objects e andf are perceived relative to each other a perception of relative size or perceived relative size has occurred. This would be measured, for example, by adjusting the width of Se until it appeared equal to Sf. When the size of a visual object is judged by using some modality other than vision, however, a measure of perceived absolute size s' is approached, since a visual comparison between the visual object and the measuring device does not occur. For example, the kinesthetic modality could be used to measure perceived absolute size by having the observer adjust a non-visible distance between his two hands to apparently equal the width of the object seen in the visual field. This operational distinction between perceived absolute size and perceived relative size becomes clearer when the two types of measures are compared under the condition in which the perceived absolute size of all objects in the visual field is, for exampie, doubled. Under this condition, the relative size adjustment (the adjustment of the size of one visible object to apparentIy equal that of another visible object) would be unchanged whereas the kinesthetic adjustment would double. Thus, a kinesthetic adjustment method more nearly reflects an absolute judgment than does the method of adjusting one perceived visual size to that of another.
The experimental evidence relevant to the size-distance invariance hypothesis has been reviewed by KILPATRICK and ITTELSON (1953) and by EPSTEIN et al. (1961) . One method used to test the size-distance invariance hypothesis has been to correlate the results from a size constancy adjustment with the results from a distance fractionation judgment at a constant distance. Usually the correlations resulting from this process have not been significantly positive (CARLSON, 1960; GRUBER, 1954; JENKEN and HYMAN, 1959 and RUMP, 1961) . When correlations between perceived size and perceived distance are determined as a function of distance, however, positive correlations though not necessarily a linear relation between perceived size and perceived distance have been found to occur (KURODA, 1961 ; GOGEL, WIST and HARKER, 1962 and RUMP, 1961) . In the study by GOGEL et al. (1962) . measurements of perceived absolute size and of perceived absolute distance were determined with normal observation and also with decreased and increased interpupillary distances (base magnification). It was found that although perceived absolute size increased with increases in perceived absolute distance, the results do not support equation 1. The ratio S/D' for a constant value of 0 was found to vary significantly as a function of both physical distance and base magnification. A positive relation between D' and S' was indicated but the form of the relation was neither always linear nor necessarily constant for different viewing conditions. Perceived absolute distance and perceived absolute size may have a communality of determining events. But the experimental evidence does not support the hypothesis that the former necessarily determines the latter.
The previously discussed experiment which tested the hypothesis that the retinal size of a familiar object is a cue to perceived absolute distance is relevant here also (GOGEL et al., 1957) . The most likely reason for the failure of this hypothesis is that the retinal size of the familiar object was not a datum which could be used in the observer's perception. It is reasonable to expect that in the past history of the observers there were many opportunities to associate the absolute retinal sizes of playing cards with perceived absolute distances. The conclusion that such associations did not occur, therefore, suggests that the absolute size of the retinal image is not a datum of experience. It indicates that the absolute size of a retinal image has no perceptual consequences. But, the absolute retinal size 8 is a possible variable in equation 1; i.e. according to equation 1, S/D' is proportional to 0. Thus the conclusion that the absolute retinal size of an image has no perceptual consequences is in opposition to the size-distance invariance hypothesis.
The convergence of the eyes as a determiner qfperceived size. The judgment of the size of one visible object with respect to another visible object has been investigated in situations in which only binocular factors are present. In several of these studies, situations were used such that only convergence or convergence differences were available as possible distance indicators with binocular disparity absent (HEINEMANN et al., HERMANS, 1954 and HOLWAY and BORING, 1941) . The results obtained from these situations indicate that the ratio of the perceived sizes of the objects was not equal to the ratio of their retinal sizes. Some amount of size constancy was present, even when convergence was the only distance indicator available. It is possible to explain this size constancy in terms of two successive judgments of perceived absolute distance. From the size-distance invariance hypothesis, perceived absolute distance should determine the perceived absolute size associated with a retinal stimulus. Accordingly, as the perceived absolute distance increased the perceived absolute size associated with a constant retinal size would increase proportionately. If each perceived size were determined in this way, the comparison of sizes could also be explained by this process. But, from the previous discussion, perceived absolute distance usually will not occur as a function of convergence alone, and it is unlikely that absolute retinal size can determine perceived size. Therefore this explanation is doubtful. However, a direct test of this possibility has been made. The perceived absolute size of an object of constant angular size has been measured using a kinesthetic method, with convergence the only possible distance indicator (GOGEL, I962 a: 1962 b) . The results indicate little or no change in perceived absolute size as a function of convergence. Thus the partial size constancy usually found with essentially only binocular cues present probably involves perceived relative size, resulting from perceived relative distance as a consequence of convergence changes. with perceived absolute distance not a si~ificant factor.
The R61e of Egocentric Localization in the Perception of' Shape
From the discussion thus far, it appears that perceived size and perceived relative depth are not determined by perceived absolute distance even though, for a limited number of observers, these perceptions are not invariably independent of the cue of the convergence of the eyes. It might be expected that perceived three-dimensional shape, which can be regarded as a combination of a perceived frontoparallel size (s') and a perceived relative depth (n') would be similarly independent of perceived absolute distance and convergence. A direct test of this has been made in relation to the convergence of the eyes. In these experiments (GOGEL, 1958 a; 1958 c) the perceived three-dimensional shape of a binocular object was measured under conditions in which only binocular cues were present. It was found that the perceived shape varied somewhat as a function of the convergence value to the object. It is concluded from these results that convergence can have an effect upon perceived threedimensional shape.
Discussion
The evidence is that egocentric localization as it is reflected in perceived absolute distance is not the determiner of either perceived frontal size or perceived relative depth. Two of the cues which possibly could have been important in the direct perception of absolute distance are the convergence of the eyes and the retinal size of a familiar object. It is asserted that the absolute retinal size of a familiar object is not an adequate cue to perceived absolute distance. Convergence per se, in an imprecise manner, under certain circumstances, with some observers, can affect perceived absolute distance, perceived three-dimensional shape, and possibly perceived size. But, the last two effects, if and when they occur, are not determined by the first effect. It seems that under certain conditions, with certain people, convergence possibly can have some effect upon the perceptions of relative size and distance. But the effect is direct and does not involve perceived absolute distance as a necessary condition. This is further seen in experiments with a stereoscope in which convergence is sometimes found to affect perceived size and distance differently (WOODWORIX 1938, pp. 674-676) . It should also be kept in mind that apparently many people cannot use convergence effectively with respect to perceived absolute distance and perhaps perceived absolute size. The convergence of the eyes is not a very promising cue for asserting the direct importance of egocentric localization in the perception of size and distance.
The effect of apparent distance on the accommodation and convergence of the eyes has been investigated (HOFSTETTER, 1942, 1950. 1951; ITTELSON and AMES, 1950 ; MORGAN, 1944 a, 1944 b and OHWAKI, 1955 . It may be concluded that convergence and possibly accommodation can be affected by the apparent distance of the fixated object. It has been noted previously that a number of studies have been concerned with the possible relation between convergence and perceived size (GOGEL, 1962 (GOGEL, a, 1962 HEINEMANN el al., 1959; HERMANS, 1954 and HOLWAY and BORING, 1941) . The possible relation between accommodation and perceived size has also been studied (CIIALMERS, 1952; HEINEMANN er al., 1959; HOLWAY and BORING, 1941 and OHWAKI, 1954) . In some of these studies, it is not always clear whether the terms perceived size, perceived distance, accommodation, and convergence refer to absolute values of these events or to changes in their magnitudes. But to the extent that the accommodation-convergence complex affects the perception of relative size and distance and is in turn affected by perceived absolute distance, to this extent egocentric localization can have some effect upon perceived relative size and distance. However, the evidence is that a perception of absolute distance is not a necessary condition for the perception of either relative size or distance. At best it is a peripheral and indirect cont~butor to these perceptions and is not a basis for their theoretical explanation.
THE ADJACENCY FACTOR IN THE PERCEPTION OF SIZE AND DISTANCE

The Relational Character of Stimuli
In the previous discussion, the factors which were considered to be possible cues to absolute distance are non-relational. These were convergence (or accommodation) per se. rather than convergence (or accommodative) differences, and the absolute retinal size of a familiar object rather than the differences in retinal size between objects or between presentations. Thus cues for the direct perception of absolute distance are absolute in character rather than being relational. There is considerable experimentation which bears on the problem of the relational characteristics of stimuli as determiners of perception. This paper has also presented some evidence relevant to this issue. For example, it is suggested that the absolute size 19 of a retinal image has no relation to either absolute or relative perceived size or distance. This is to be contrasted with relative retinal size; for example, the relative retinal size of the width to the height of object e in Fig. 1 . Perceptually, it is immediately clear even with object e in isolation that object e is higher than it is wide. The size of the width (or the height) of object e on the retina is an absolute retinal size, the ratio of the width to the height is a relative retinal size. The latter, not the former, constitutes an adequate perceptual stimulus. It is a fundamental premise of this paper that perceived size and distance are determined by the relational characteristics of the stimuli. It will be the purpose of the remainder of this paper to discuss a factor which is important in organizing the relational characteristics into perceptions of size and distance. This factor will be called the "adjacency principle". The principle of adjacency determines how the relational characteristics of the stimuli are organized. It asserts that perceptions of relative size and distance are locally determined; e.g. they are determined by events which exist in the vicinity of the objects being judged and do not involve cues extending from the observer to the objects. This point of view when expressed in terms of retinal excitation means that there is a local autonomy on the retina with regard to perceptual effects. The perception of the sizes of two objects or of the depth between them is not determined by the entire retinal stimulation but rather by excitations usually occurring in the vicinity of the two retinal images of these objects.
Directional Adjacency
The adjacency principle can be divided into depth and directional adjacency. Experimental evidence is available with respect to each of these aspects. A study involving directional adjacency will be discussed with the aid of Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 a, the broken lines LL and Ln represent two lines of sight originating from the position of the observer with the observer's position being located below the figure, The line AB represents a top view of the physical position of an object; for example, a window: while the line CD represents a top view of the physical position of another object; for example, a long slender tube passing through the window so as to form the angle Qt with the plane of the window. For both object AB and object CD the left end of the object (A or C) is physically closer to the observer than the right end (B or D). All the objects in Fig. 2 are observed binocularly. Figure 2 b represents a top view of the apparent position of the same window and tube. As before. in distinction to physicai events, perceived events will be indicated by the prime notation. In Fig. 2 b, A the tube. It will be noted by comparing Figs. 2 a and 2 b that the perception of the orientation of the window and tube in Fig. 2 b is indicated as being veridical. It is meant by this that Fig. 2 b is drawn as though behavioral tests had revealed that the window and tube were perceived to be where they are. Suppose, however, that instead of a normally-shaped window an Ames trapezoidal window (AMES, 1951) were used at A B with the small end at A and the large end at B in Fig. 2 a. In this case, as is indicated in Fig. 2 c, the small end A would appear to be behind the large end B even though the reverse was physically true. What will be the apparent orientation of the tube CD ? Experimentation on this type of problem has specified that the apparent orientation of CD will be as shown in Fig. 2 c with d'~c and 8s~ having the same magnitude in Fig. 2 c as in Fig. 2 b (GOGEL, 1956 b) . It will be noted in Fig. 2 that points A and C are always on the common iine-of-sight LL while B and D are always on another common line-of-sight Ln. It can be generalized that the perceived depth resulting from the binocular disparity between points (or objects) along common lines-of-sight is unaffected by perceptual distortions occurring elsewhere. For example, point C' in Fig. 2 c remains correctly perceived with respect to point A' but not with respect to points B' or D'. It is as though the perceived position of point C with respect to any other point is determined by its unchanged relation in perceived depth with respect to point A. The perceived depth position of C is determined only by its line-of-sight binocular disparity with respect to A. More formaliy stated, the binocular disparity between any point (such as points C or 0) and that other point (such as points A or B) which has the least separation in visual direction from the first point (C or D) will be the binocular disparity which is most effective in determining the perceived position of the first point (C or D) with respect to any other points in the field of view (GOGEL, 1956 b, p. 1). This principle applies to both Figs. 2 b and 2 c. However, only in the case of Fig. 2 c, i .e. only in the case of a perceptual distortion, does the problem as to which of the binocular disparities are perceptually most effective become obvious. It is concluded that the effectiveness of a binocular disparity in dete~ining a perception of apparent position is inversely related to the relative directional separation between the points (or objects). As a limiting case, when the two objects (or points) are along an almost common line-of-sight the binocular disparity between these two points is almost completely dominant in determining their apparent position with respect to other points (or objects).
If this principle is applied in detail to Fig. 2 , it will follow that if A'B' in Fig. 2 c is a straight line, CD must have some slight curvature. Also, using the same principle, tip' in Fig. 2 c will not equal @' in Fig. 2 b. In general, Fig. 2 can be considered as illustrating a situation in which the perceived orientation of a vertical plane, defined in the top view drawing of Fig. 2 c by A'B' , differs from its physical orientation (AB of Fig. 2 a) . As a consequence of this perceptual distortion, all other planes in its vicinity (such as CD), which otherwise would have been correctly perceived, will also be distorted in perceptual orientation, with this distortion occurring in a systematic manner in agreement with the factor of directional separation discussed above.
The importance of directional separation, or rather of directional adjacency, in the perception of relative depth has been clearly demonstrated for the binocular disparity cue (GOGEL, 1954; 1956 b) , It will be assumed pending further tests that this holds for all cue systems and that it can be generalized to the following statement: the relation between the perceived and the physical position of objects along a common line-of-sight is unaffected by distortions in perceived depth occurring elsewhere. A corollary is that the apparent position of an object in a configuration of objects is determined only by its line-of-sight relations. A more general statement is that the effectiveness of a cue system in determining the apparent relations (perceived size or distance) between objects (or between parts or points of objects) is inversely related to the ma~itude of the relative directional separation between the objects (or between parts or points of objects). This is a statement of a principle of directional adjacency.
Depth Adjacency
In addition to the evidence for directional adjacency as an organizing factor in determining apparent position there is evidence for a factor of depth adjacency. The evidence comes from a series of experiments which have been concerned with the problem of specifying the factors which permit a binocular disparity to be interpreted as a depth extent. It was hypothesized in these experiments that the perceived size (s') of objects in a frontoparallel plane (perceived frontal extents) in the vicinity of a binocular disparity determines the perceived depth associated with the binocular disparity 1958 b; 1960 b and It is as though the observer perceives the depth resulting from the binocular disparity to be a multiple of the width or height of an adjacent frontoparallel extent. More precisely, it was hypothesized (GOGEL, 1960 b)' that the small perceived depth dd' resulting from a small amount of binocular disparity Aa is where s' is the perceived size and f? the angular (retinal) size of a frontaily presented object (an object presented in a frontoparallel plane) at the same distance as the objects producing the binocular disparity, and C is an individual constant. Equation 2 can be illustrated with the aid of Fig, 3 which is a schematic perspective diagram of an observer's viewing position and objects in a field of view. Consider the rectangle labeled g and the small disc labeled 11 located a very short distance behind g. As in Fig. I , the angular size of the width of g is 0,. The perceived depth between objects g and h in Fig. 3 is An'Bn. The perceived width of object g would be labeled S',. Equation 2 states that or, the ratio of the perceived depth (Ad'& to the perceived size Sg of the frontal extent Sg is equal to the ratio of the binocular disparity (da,b) to the frontal angular size (0,) with liC z The original notation used in equation 2 has been changed to conform with the notation employed in this paper. In the original studies. Au' and E were used instead of Ad' and S', respectively. being a constant of proportionality.
In other words, equation 2 states that the ratio of perceived extents is proportional to the ratio of retinal extents.
It will be noted that in the discussion of equation 2 (Fig. 3 ) the S'jS value at object g, not at object i or k, was used to determine the perceived depth between objects g and h. Equation 2 specifies that a ratio of perceived extents is proportional to a ratio of retinal extents but only when the retinal extents arise from physical extents in the vicinity of each other. Apart from the constant C, the factor which determines Ad'sh is .S',/& (not St/& or S'k/&), the factor which determines Ad'rj is St/e, (not S',& or S',/&), and the factor which determines Ad'kl is S'k/& (not s',/B, or S'&). A depth adjacency effect is occurring. Not all perceived extents interact equally. In perceiving the depth associated with a binocular disparity, only perceptions involving frontal extents in the depth vicinity of the binocular disparity are important. It is asserted that this is not an act of conscious judgment but occurs as a consequence of the nature of the process by which a perceived depth results from a binocular disparity.
What is the evidence for the validity of equation 2 and thus for the validity of the depth adjacency factor? In an experiment discussed previously (GOGEL, 1960 a), the value of 0 was changed with both the binocular disparity and S' essentially constant. It was found in agreement with equation 2 that as b' increased, the perceived depth between the binocular objects decreased. Equation 2 has also been applied to the comparison of depth intervals . This also can be illustrated with Fig. 3 . A constant binocular disparity between objects e andf was presented and was duplicated in apparent depth at D,, Dg and Dkt i.e. the observer adjusted h, j and I such that d',n, d'~, and S&r each in turn equaled d',,-. The s' values at DB, Dg and I)& were measured by adjusting the lateral distance between objects 1 and 2 to duplicate the apparent width of the rectangles g, i, and k. It was found in agreement with equations derived from equation 2, that the value of stje and the amount of binocular disparity required for the perceptually equal depth intervals were linearly related. The experiments concerned with three-dimensional, perceived shape 1958 b and 1960 b) support the same conclusion, i.e. equation 2 is in agreement with the obtained results.
It will be considered that the depth adjacency factor can be applied to cues in addition to that of binocular disparity. A statement of a principle of depth adjacency would then be as follows: the ratio of retinal extents arising from physical extents in the depth vicinity of each other determines the ratio of their perceived extents. This hypothesis asserts that frontal and depth extents in the same depth vicinity are perceptually interdependent such that for any cue to relative distance or perceived size, the spe~i~cation of one also specifies the other.
The Equidistance Tendency
The importance of a relative directional factor in the organization of visual perceptions has also been demonstrated in the identification of what has been called the "equidistance tendency". If two or more objects are simultaneously presented in a visually reduced situation such that no cues are present to indicate the depth between the objects, they will appear to the observer to be at the same distance (equidistant). This is the equidistance tendency . This tendency occurs in all visual situations but is masked by the presence of other distance cues. For example, if size cues exist between the objects, the effectiveness of the equidistance tendency will be reduced though probably not completely eliminated.
It has been demonstrated that the equidistance tendency can modify the perceptual effectiveness of size cues (GOGEL and HARKER, 1955) and even under certain circumstances the cue of binocular disparity . The equidistance tendency can modify the perceived depth between either or both monocularly or binocularly observed objects.
Of importance for the present paper, the strength of the equidistance tendency has been found to be inversely related to the directional separation of objects. The closer the objects are in visual direction, the stronger is the tendency for them to appear equidistant. This conclusion is meant to apply to both vertical and horizontal directional separations even though direct demonstrations have been made only with respect to horizontal separations. The equidistance tendency is another demonstration that directional adjacency is an important factor in the organization of the visual world. The effectiveness of the equidistance tendency in modifying perceived depth between objects varies inversely as the magnitude of the directional separation of the objects from each other.
Discussion
These studies in depth adjacency and in directional adjacency demonstrate that relationships between adjacent objects (or parts of objects) determine the perceived characteristics of these objects. The observer might wish to compare the relative position of two directionally non-adjacent objects independently of their relation to directionally adjacent objects. but he cannot.
According to the principle of directional adjacency, the relations between directionally adjacent objects are dominant in determining apparent spatial position regardless of which other relations the observer attempts to use. Or, the observer might wish to judge one depth interval directly with another, disregarding the perceived size (per unit of retinal size) of nearby objects. But again he cannot do this. According to the principle of depth adjacency, the value of S'/e at a particular distance determines the perceived extent associated with a binocular disparity at that distance, regardless of the intent of the observer. Considering these two types of adjacency, and extending the adjacency concept to the perception of object size, it can be stated that the perceived depth intervals between objects or the perceived sizes of objects are determined by relations with respect to adjacent objects. Thus, what might be called the adjacency principle in three-dimensional perception can be stated as follows: the apparent position or apparent size of any object in a configuration of objects is determined by whatever cues or factors occur between the object and perceptually adjacent objects.
The adjacency principle emphasizes the interaction of local events and their independence from egocentric localization or other more remote events. In this process, use is made of some of our most precise visual abilities. These are the abilities to determine when objects are at the same or at a different distance (and direction) from each other. Some of these are such cues as zero amount of binocular disparity, the size cue involving equal retinal extents, the cue of overlay, etc. Thus precise cues are available for establishing perceptual adjacency and consequently for determining the interaction of locally perceived extents. Locally perceived extents then summate to produce larger perceptual intervals. These larger perceptual intervals are therefore derived extents and should tend to decrease in precision with an increase in the size of the interval.
Directional adjacency has been used successfully to predict the perceived path of movement in visually distorted fields. The perceived path of a moving object can be very different depending upon the arrangement of the object with respect to the adjacency factor (GOGEL, 1956 b) . Observers can be made to see an object as moving through a limited arc or as traversing an entire circle, depending upon this factor. Also, it must be emphasized that the effect of adjacency on perception does not occur by means of a conscious judgment. In situations as complex as those which have been used, e.g. in a situation in which objects or parts of objects are moving in different directions, it is clearly impossible for even a highly sophisticated observer to deduce rather than perceive a path of movement. It is asserted that adjacency is a principle which organizes perception quite independently of the thought process or the set of the observer.
It is also possible that the adjacency principle can be extended to the temporal as well as the spatial dimension. In the experiment involving the throwing of darts to the perceived absolute distance of playing cards (GOGEL et al., 1957), it was found that the temporal order in which the different retinal sizes were presented affected their perceived positions. This suggests that the order of presentation is perceptually significant. Consider the case in which the observer is presented with three different retinal sizes A, B and C with A presented first and C last. According to the adjacency principle, the position (or size) of stimulus A with respect to stimulus C is determined by whatever cues or factors are operative between stimuli A and B and between stimuli B and C. The perception of the distance (or size) of A with respect to C must occur via the intermediary perceptions of A with respect to B and B with respect to C. The adjacency principle asserts that the first stimulus (A) cannot be judged directly with respect to the last stimulus (C) but must occur by means of the percep tion of each of these stimuli with respect to the intermediate stimulus (B).
I~PLlCATiDNS Tlte Verid~~a~iiy of Size wd Distance Cues
The use of the concept of egocentric localization as a primary rather than a derived quality of spatial perception is congenial to the hypothesis that spatial perception is veridical. Suppose, for example, that the convergence or accommodation of the eyes were potentially adequate cues to perceived absolute distance. Through experience, the actualization of this potential could be adjusted so that perceived absolute distance and subsequently all perceived distances were veridical. Also, as discussed previously, if convergence produced veridical perceptions of absolute distance, this would at least offer the possibility that the perceived depth associated with a binocular disparity would also be veridical. A parallel discussion would apply with respect to the absolute distance cue of familiar size as a determiner of the perceived depth between familiar objects. But the concept of egocentric localization as a primary datum of perception has been rejected in this study. How veridical then are cues to perceived size and distance? If egocentric localization is a consequence rather than a determiner of perceived space, is perceived space veridical over a range of stimulus conditions? These questions will be considered with respect to the binocular disparity and the size cue to relative depth.
The binocular disparity cue to relative depth. There is considerable evidence that the perceived depth resulting from binocular disparity is not proportional to physical depth. As an example of this, consider the results from the study conducted with the apparatus illustrated in Fig. 3 . As discussed previously, the observer adjusted object h behind g,Jbehind i, and i behind k until each of the depth intervals appeared equal to the perceived depth between objects e andf. Only the binocular disparity cue was present between the pairs of objects to determine the perceived depth. From the results of this study, it was evident that perfect depth constancy was not present. The magnitude of the physical depth interval required in order to produce the constant perceived depth interval increased linearly with the distance of the depth interval from the observer (GNEL, 1960 c). Perceived depth was not proportional to physical depth, and therefore the binocular disparity cue does not necessarily produce veridical depth perceptions.
The size cue to relative depth. From a study discussed in a previous portion of this paper it has been concluded that the absolute size of a retinal image has no perceptual consequences. Additional evidence to support this point of view is provided by a study by WALLACH and MCKENNA (1960) in which it was found that the perceived absolute size of a stimulus under conditions in which the visual cues were reduced was unrelated to perceived size as measured in more usual environments. Applying the conclusion concerning the perceptual inadequacy of the absolute size of a retinal image to the problem of perceived size, it is expected that only the ratios of retinal sizes (not their absolute sizes) are of importance in deterlnining the perceived depth resulting from the cue of relative size. In agreement with this, Rock and EBENHOLTZ (1959) found that the perceived sizes of objects were dependent upon the size of surrounding objects (GIBSON, 1959, pp. 478-479) . The conclusion concerning the importance of ratios of retina1 size may be combined with the adjacency principfe and applied to the perception of size. It follows that perceived size iike the perceived depth resulting from a binocular disparity is determined by ratios of retinal sizes formed between adjacent objects. The application of this conclusion is illustrated with the aid of Fig. 1 . Suppose in Fig. I that the size cue is the only cue present to determine the perceived depth associated with d,f and dfg. The retinal size of objects e, .f, and g is Ott Bf and 0, respectively. From the requirement that relative retinal extents are the determiners of perception, ratios of 0s rather than 0s per se are the significant stimuli. From the requirement that only adjacent stimuli are perceptually compared, the ratios of retinal sizes which are significant are those between physically adjacent objects. It follows that
It is clear that equation 3 predicts that the perceived depth from size cues will not be veridical throughout the visual field. For example, for objects of equal physical size, if De= 10 and l)r=20 ft, Bg would have to be 40 ft in order to produce successively equal ratios of retinal size. in this case, df,=2d,f when d'fg==d',f. According to equation 3, the perceived depth from size cues is not necessarily proportional to physical depth. Figure 1 can also be used to illustrate the application of the adjacency principle to the perception of the large depth interval deQ. It is asserted from the adjacency principle that the perceived extent (Yes would be determined by the two smaller perceived extents d', and J'f, such that d'eg=d'ef+d'fg.
In fact, for a continuously filled visual field (and perhaps for any visual field) the perceived distance d eg would be determined by the perceptual summation of a large number of smaller intervals. However, consider only the case in which the perception of object r with respect to object g is a consequence of the two intermediate perceptions. This means that the perception of the depth position of object c with respect to object g is determined by whatever depth cues are available between objects c and .f and between objects f and g. Direct depth cues between objects e and ,g are trivial in specifying the perceived depth between these two objects.
Psycl~oph.vsicaE Equations of' Perceived Space
The previous discussion provides evidence for the importance of adjacency in the perception of space. It also sets some general requirements which psychophysical equations concerned with perceived space must meet. From the results of the experiment involving familiar objects and other considerations, it is concluded that the relational, not the absolute extents of retinal stimuli are determiners of perceived space. It follows from this that psychophysical equations involving perceived extents should contain terms for retinal extents, but only when these are in the form of ratios. 3 It is also clear that these ratios should be between physically adjacent stimuli. In the previous discussion it has been assumed that physical (or perhaps retinal) adjacency has been the important adjacency factor. It is also possible that instead of either of these, it is perceptual adjacency which is the important quality. The resolution of this problem will require the investigation of situations in which each of these three forms of adjacency differ. However, for the purposes of the present discussion, it is sufficient to note that the adjacency principle requires that large perceived depth intervals are the summed effect of a series of small perceived depth intervals. From this point of view, the perception of large spatial extents is basically a process of perceptual summation, Specifically rejected is the notion that the perception of small extents is the result of a process of perceptual subtraction.
It has been found that equations derived from equation 2 were able to predict the median depth adjustments for the experiment discussed with the aid of Fig. 3 (GOGEL, 1960 c) . The psychophysical equations predicted and the experimental results verified a linear contraction of perceived depth with respect to physical depth. This general discrepancy between the perceived and physical world has been noted in other experiments 1951). Clearly, depth. It might be expected affect observer constants and factors associated affect the form of these psychophysical equations.
reason from the viewpoint effect of experience should be as it is. Experience tended to be in agreement scalar factors, aspect regarding psychophysical equations common aspects of these cue systems were investigated. depth, which is qualitatively different from that of other cue systems.
( GOGEL and HARKER, 1955) . the quality of the depth experience is independent of the cue system used. This encourages the search for factors common to the various cue systems so that, for example. cue systems can be added together to produce perceptually predictable results.
SUMMARY
The concept of egocentric localization has been a central assumption in attempts to understand our visual perceptions of the three-dimensional world. This assumption is rejected. It is asserted that relative retinal events are the only events which be stimuli by factor which is termed or position of in the field view is determined whatever size or distance cues occur it and adjacent of view emphasizes of local perceptual events and their summation It is suggested that in psychophysical equation it probably does of the equation. The adjacency principle has been applied situation involving perceived as well as to number of static It seems that of the principle good under both of circumstances.
